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ABSTRACT 

A progressive approach to the exploitation of chromatographic data, based on factor analysis. is 
presented. This approach is applied to the retention data k’ of a large series of compounds in high- 
performance liquid chromatography. The chromatographic information. i.e.. affinity and selectivity. is 

extracted with help of principal component analysis (PCA) and correspondence factor analysis (CFA). The 
factor analysis gives rise to three factorial maps to present the chromatographic information: PCA affinity 

map. CFA trend analysis map and CFA distance analysis map. Examples of extraction of chromatograph- 
ic information are given for the simultaneous exploitation of these maps. Possibilities and limitations of 
this approach are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is essential for the chromatographer to have a representation of the main 
information nested in huge series of data, and factor analysis is a good tool to extract 
and to represent this information [1,2]. The chromatographic properties, affinity, 
polarity and selectivity, can be revealed by factor analysis maps. 

Up to now factor analysis has most often been used as a clustering technique 
[3]. Proximities between representative points, solutes or chromatographic systems, 
are considered to suggest similarities of the basic chromatographic phenomenon. In 
fact, the extracted factors most often remain abstract ones. In some instances it has 

’ For Part X, see ref. 12. 
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been possible to give a real physicochemical meaning to these factors. For example, it 
has been shown that the first factorial axis can be assimilated to the contribution of 
the partition coefficient [4] or to the electronic factors [5]. 

Chromatographers can use factor analysis for the rapid and efficient selection 
of packings and/or eluents. Any data processing techniques or their representations 
generate a 10~s of minor information. These limitations need to be circumvented with 

the help of complementary factor analysis methods. The aim of this paper is to 
consider the complementarity evolved from the successive use of principal component 
analysis (PCA) and correspondence factor analysis (CFA). It will be shown how the 
chromatographer can retrieve required information in a series of factor analysis 
maps. Emphasis will be placed on affinity and, or selectivity with three maps: (1) PCA 
“affinity analysis” map. (2) CFA “trends analysis” map and (3) CFA “distances 
analysis” map. 

DATA 

Corresponding data have been published previously in a series of papers devot- 
ed to “factor analysis and experimental design in high-performance liquid chromato- 
graphy (HPLC)” [4-121. The original data set corresponds to 63 compounds studied 
on 43 systems. An overall view of these data has been presented in a previous paper in 
this series [12]. Therefore, the description of the solutes. a series of chalcones, 
XC6H4CH =CHCOC6H4Y, has been omitted in order to simplify the paper. The 
topic is focused on factor analysis maps, the art of the exploitation of chemometric 
techniques rather than on the physico-chemical exploitation of the data. The charac- 
teristics of the 43 chromatographic systems are presented Fig. 1: the packings, the 
eluents and the corresponding identifiers of the systems are given. References to the 
original papers are indicated at the top. 

From the original incomplete data matrix of capacity factors (k’), two subsets 
have been considered. The first matrix is a set of 1548 k’ relative to 36 compounds 
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Reference 

Eluent 

Packing 

Modifier 

Identifier 

VIII (11) II (6) III (5) IV (7) I (4) VI (9) 

Heptane-THF Hept -THF Heptone-X Heptane-X MeOH-H$l Me0HH20 

(9713 v/v> (9713 V/V) (99.510 5 V/V) (99.510.5 v/w (7~3V/V) (713 V/V) 
I 

f--------------p P c A (f1g.2) (43x36 matrix) b 

4 P c A Cfig.3) (25x38 matrix), 

4 C F A Cfig.4,5,6> (25x38 matrix), 

Fig. 1. Characteristics of the 43 studied chromatographic systems. These systems are the variables of an 
incomplete 43 x 38 retention data matrix of a series of 38 compounds. Factor analysis (PCA and CFA) 
was realized on the complete matrix and the reduced set of normal-phase data. MeOH=Methanol: i- 

ProH = isopropanol; C,OH = Octanol- I. 
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cluted from 43 normal (NP) and reversed-phase (RP) chromatographic systems. The 
second matrix is a set of 950 k’ relative to 38 compounds eluted from 25 normal-phase 
chromatographic systems. 

DATA PROCESSING 

Data were analysed with the use of PCA and CFA. Both approaches have been 
explained in previous papers [2.4.8]. 

The CFA method is particularly useful for a simultaneous comparison of the 
different characteristics of chromatographic systems and solutes. The usual maps 
obtained with CFA permit trends analysis of the chromatographic systems and sol- 
utes by means of their relative proximities. Hence, relative polarity. affinity and selec- 
tivity are accessible. 

CFA can be extended to increase the analysis of the selectivity. The original 
maps of CFA are transformed by a translation of chromatographic systems (i) along 
the main axes (k). The translation factors arc given by the eigenvalues (pi) extracted 
from the data matrix. For a chromatographic system (i), the translation factor along 
the axis (k) is equal to I,‘,~Q. Because the chromatographic systems are translated far 
from the origin, they are drawn on the limit of the graph. The directions given by the 
chromatographic systems are then more useful for obtaining the relative selectivity of 
systems. This relative selectivity is related to the distance between the perpendicular 
projections of two solutes onto the directions defined by the systems. Hence, for a 
pair of solutes. it is possible to compare the selectivities of chromatographic systems 
by distance analysis. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The factor analysis will be presented progressively by using PCA of the 43 x 36 

complete matrix and of the 25 x 38 submatrix (Fig. 1) and CFA of the 25 x 38 
submatrix. 

The PCA of the matrix of normal and reversed-phases is presented Fig. 2. The 
projection of the 30 compounds is given on the plane defined by the first and second 
best factorial axes of inertia. These axes correspond to 60% and 34%. respectively, of 
the information content. Fig. 2 represents simultaneously the correlation circle of the 
chromatographic systems. Two main groups of systems defined two perpendicular 
directions which show clearly their independence. These groups correspond to the 
normal- and reversed-phase systems. 

For the two chromatographic modes, a strong correlation of all the chroma- 
tographic systems was observed with the first two extracted factors. This separation 
into two groups can be related to the CFA of the same data matrix given elsewhere 
[12] (Fig. 4b). This CFA map has shown two clouds of the projected chromatographic 
systems with a large scattering of representative points for the NP systems due to the 
large and specific interactions involved. The representative points of the RP mode 
were closed, certainly owing to the simpler partition mechanism and the lack of 
various solvents. This type of information is not obvious in the above PCA map (Fig. 
2). The latter gives some trends of the affinity of compounds for the system belonging 
to the two chromatographic modes. Each group of systems gives an average direction 
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Fig. 2. Principal component analysis of a matrix of 1548 capacity factors in normal and reversed phases. 
The compounds are projected in the plane defined by the first and second best axes of inertia which 

represent 94% of the information content. On the correlation circle the independence of the two chroma- 
tographic modes appears clearly. 

which presents a better dispersion for sets of compounds. For example, solutes 2, 3 
and 7 have a better affinity for RP than for NP systems. In the same way, compounds 
17, 18, 37 and 16 have a better affinity for NP systems. Compounds 5,46, 29 and 28, 
which are located in the centre of the graph, present a similar affinity for RP and NP 
systems. The capacity factors increase according to the main directions defined by the 
NP and RP systems. 

A submatrix of the main matrix is considered. It includes 950 k’ data corre- 
sponding to the behaviour of the model series of chalcones on the normal phases 
only. This submatrix is studied by PCA. A projection of the compounds in the first 
factorial plane, defined by the first and second axes of inertia, which represent 89% 
and 6% of the information content, respectively. is shown in Fig. 3a. A simultaneous 
representation of the correlation circle confirms a strong correlation of each NP 
system principaly with axis I and secondarily with axis 2 and a similarity between all 
these systems. The average direction defined by the position of the systems on the 
correlation circle is superposed with axis 1. This graph gives a better in-depth analysis 
of similarities and differences of the systems. For example, the diol systems DL8 and 
DL9, with their strong modifiers (DMSO and DMF), are similar and relatively sep- 
arated from the others. The group with ODS, Cs, diol and TB systems (ODl, Cglr 
DL22DL4, DL7, etc.) are not correlated with axis 2 and present the same affinity for 
the tested compounds. The non-commercially available phases TCP, DNAP (DNA) 
and DNB have the same specific affinity. The three groups reflect the three main 
trends of all the set of NP systems. 
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a 

AXIS I 

<89X) 

b 
DNA 

DNB 

NO2 ~2 AXIS 1 
z 10 (84%) 

Fig. 3. (a) Pnncipal component analysis of the submatrix of the 950 normal-phase capaaty factor data. 
Projection of the compounds in the first plane (95 ‘0 of the information content). The dispersion of the 

chromatographic systems on the correlation circle is related to their correlation with the extracted factor\ I 
and 2 and to their specific interactions Hith the compounds. (b) Principal component analysis of the 

normal-phase submatrix. Projection of the chromatographic systems in the tirst factorial plane (93% of the 
information content). This map gives the relative polarity of the chromatographic systems. 

The above average direction defined by the chromatographic systems is related 
to the average cralue of the capacity factors: 89 ?/o of the information content of axis 1 
reflects the weight of the k’ when the main factor of inertia is extracted. In other 
words, axis 1 reflects k’ variations. The dispersion of the previous three groups is due 
to the contribution of axis 2, which is the second extracted factorial axis. The differ- 
ences in the chromatographic affinities of the compounds for all these NP systems can 
be linked to their contribution to the information content of the second axis. 

The cloud of compounds located on the left-hand side of Fig. 3a contains those 
which have a low affinity for NP systems. These solutes have a better affinity for RP 
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systems, as \ztas sho\\rn prey iouslq, on the righI-hand side of Fig. 2. The compounds 
that hake the greatest X’ values for NP sq’stems are located on the right-hand side of 
Fig. 3a. On axis 2, the dispersion of solutes can be related to the dispersion of NP- 
s~~stem~. The trend anal>Gs of the system directions and the solute projections can be 
linked qualitati\relqr. For euamplc, compound 17 has a great atfinitl for DNAP and 
DNB. Compound 18 has a great affinity for DLX. 

The PC.4 of the NP matrix can also be used to analqse the beha\iour of the 
chromatogr~iptlic sq’stems in the solute space. Fig. 3b gi\.es the projection of these 
systems on the first factorial plane defined b> axes 1 and 2. \\ hich take 84°,~ and 9”,b, 
respectiiel!,. of the information content. Axes I and 2 also represent the \.ariation ol 
chroillatograpllic polarit!. Fig. 3b gi\res a more in-depth analysis of the dispersion ot 
the systems than can be done \i.ith the correlation circle only (Fig. 3a). For an? 
direction issued from the origin of the ayes. the s>xtems arc classified according to 
their average chromatogi-aphic polarity. The systems which are located on the right- 
band side oftbe graph contribute to the dispersion represented b> the second factorial 

The complete PCA stud) must take into account projections of compounds 

(Fis. 3a) and sqrstems (Fig. 3b). For example, compound 18 has a good affinit> fat 
DLC) and DLX (Fig. 3;~) but Fig. 3b sho\\rs that in the a\~erage direction of both 
s>stcms. DLX exhibits a greater polarit) than DL9. Effectivel>p. X’ of compound 18 on 
DLS is t\zice the X’ Lalue on DL9. In the same \+a). compound 17 has a relati\.elq 
good affinity for DNA, DNB and RCP systems (Fig. 3a). Fig. 3b shops that this 
affinit> incrcasc~ in the order TCP < DNB < DNA. In order to optimize a sep- 
aration ot‘compounds, it is neccssary to put the stress first on the atfinity and second 
on the selecti! it)‘. Trends in affinity and selectivity can be elucidated simultaneously 
bJ C t- A. 

Trends in atKnit> arc deduced from the relati1.e proximity of compound and 
sqxtcm pro_iections. This exploitation must bc conducted progrecsi\rel>. The diflerent 
planeb of projection are examined successi\rel> The apparent trends must be \$,eightcd 
bq’ the indi\ idual contributions of solutes and or systems to the factorial axes. The 
usual C’FA of the ?IP submatrix is given in Fig. la and b. Fig. 3a is the simultaneous 
pro_iection of compounds and sIrstems on the t\\ o main factorial axes of inertia. Axis I 
represents 55” 0 of the information content and axis _ _ 3 ?4”6. Fig. -lb sho\vs the pro_@- 
tion\ on the plane defined bq the factorial ayes 3 and 3. Axis 3 corresponds to 10% of 
the information content. Hence these factorial axes integrate 89’0 of the information 
content. 

Compound I8 is prqjected near DL8 and DL9. on the first factorial plane (Fig. 
3a). It exhibit\ a strong attinitl for these t\+~o systems. The difference between the tM’o 
systems is emphasized in Fig. 3b. where compound 18 is closer to DL8 than DL9. 
Hence this compound has a greater affinity for the DL8 system. Compound I7 has no 
particular prouimit> ~jith any systems, but it has a strong contribution to the first and 
secom_! 3~s. Thcsc axes are defined mainly bq the DNB. TCP and DNA qstems foi 
a.xis I and bq’ the OD6 and OD2 sqrstems for axis 2. Hence, in this particular case 
compound 17 has a strong affinity for all these gstcms. The affinity increases ivith the 
proximity of the aboce qstems. The DN.4, TCP and DNB systems are closed to 
compound 19 in the first factorial plane. OLving to the lower contribution to the first 
and wcond axes of this compound. the exploitation of this map cannot determine the 
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s~rstem M hich presents the greatest attinit>,. This is due to the determination of the 
principal factors. \z hich are the average factors describing the heha\ iour of ;1 large 
population of solutes and sqxtems. Onl) “trends in afinit>” can be reached ha-c \\,ith 
dilli-rent Iaels of reliability depending on the contribution to the extracted factors of 
solutes or scWms :tn:ilJxed. 

This common CFA map can be transformed to obtain the relati\rc sclecti\ity of 
the systems. Fig. 5a and b represent the transformed CFA maps from the prc\ious 
ones limited to the example of solutes IX and 19. Here, the eigen\*alues of the first and 
second ~YC’\ are 0.0428 and 0.0185. respecti\xzl>,. The sclccti\it> is measured by the 
distance bet\\een the proiections of tl\o solutes on the auis defined by a transformed 
h~\tem. The relati\*e selecti\it> of :I chromatographic system. compared \\ith the 
others. can be established. Tit.0 examples are proposed to illustrate the exploitation of 
the transformed CFA. In the first example (Fi,. * 521). q stems using the same eluent are 
c\tracted from the original CFA map. In the first factorial map. the clc~cn trans- 
formed s)stemc define eleven direction?, dra\z n lzith solid lines. Arrows indicate that 
the true transformed proJection of the systems arc oft‘ the graph. OnI> t\\x~ solutes are 
represented. The pcrpcndicular projections of solutes on sclccted q’stem axes are 
dra\\~n \\ith dashed lines. This map she\\ s t\io main directions. The first is defined b!, 
the ODl. DLI. CXI. NOZ, TB and AP scrstems and the second b> NH?. CN. DNB, 
TCP and DN,+I \stems. These two directions are roughl> perpendicular; the second 
main direction is parallel to the direction of solutes 18 19. The projection in dashed 
lines of these solutes are gi\ren on the directions of the DNA and NO3 systems. The 
obs;erLed distance\ bet\teen the pro_jections of solute5 1 X-19 on the direction of ;I 
considered sqstcm are: (a) 12.3 arbittxry units for the DNA system and (b) 3.3 ar- 
bitrarq units for the NO2 system. The corresponding selccti\ities of these t\vo com- 
poundx, i.cj.. their X’ ratio. are 2.34 and I. 1X for the DNA and NO2 systems. respec- 
ti\elJ’. The measure of the distances of the pro_jections of wlutes on particular system 
directions reflects the chi-omatogr~~phic selecti\it>v. 

For [he chromatographer, the remaining problem is how to select a chroma- 
tographic system to separate this pair of solutes, i.c.. how to choose the best packing 
among others. It ha been shoun in Fig. 5a. that the best selectivity is obtained with 
packings ha\ ing the closest direction to the solute direction. For cuamplc. for the pair 
IX 19, the set of best packings is CN. NH 2, DNA, TCP and DNB. The CFA map 
!i\es the relative at‘finit> of solutes for these packings. To obtain an acceptable sclec- 
ti\ it> and a satisfactory atfinity, the relative proximity of solutes and systems must be 
considered. For the pair l&19. in Fig. -III. the set of best packings is divided into t\vo 
subsets. The lirst includes NH2 and CN systems and the second DNA. TCP and 
DISB s>stcms. The first subset is betneen the t\+‘o considered solutes lvhereas the 
second is close to solute 19. In the latter subset the best packing must be chosen. The 
selection of the retention time can bc approached Fig. 3b. 

The same t> pe of map can be obtained to gi\e a better understanding of the role 
of ditierent eluent\ i\ith the same diol packing (Fig. Sb). In this example the different 
contributions to factorial axes are not taken into account. Eight transformed chroma- 
tographic systems are presented. The projections of the model solutes 1%I9 on DL7 
and DL8 s)stcms are drai\.n as dashed lines. T~k.0 main directions appear, the first foi 
DL8 and DL9 sJ,stcmc and the second for DL2 up to DL7. The distances bet\\.een the 
projections of compound\ IX and 19 on the tczro main directions are (a) 13 arbitrary 
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AXIS 2 
(24%) 

DL5 DL7DLl C81 NE TB DL2 
DL6 DL3 OD4 

DL4 CID5 

units for the DL8 s>‘stem and (b) 2.5 arbitrary units for the DL7 system. The corre- 
sponding selecti\ ities of these two compounds. i.c., their k’ ratio, are 2.7 and I .2 for 
the DLX and DL7 s>,sterns respecti\el>. The best selecti ity is obtained \\~ith solvents 
that ha\re a parallel direction to the direction of the solute pair 18 19. DL8 and DL9 
are selected. as they offer the greatest distance bet\veen the solutes projection. Systems 
hL1L.e been sclectcd regarding the selectikitb by distances analysis. Now the affinity, 
i.cp., the time of chromatographic analysis. can be studied by “trends analysis” \j*ith 
CFA maps and b> “affinity analysis” Lvith PCA maps. 

“Distance analysis” must be done carefully. The solute projections on the trans- 
formed sqrhtems are significant, at the first le\.el of analysis. only if the chromato- 
graphic sq’stems haire a non-negligible contribution to the Fxtorial aws. In the pre- 
sented CFA. the most significant systems on axis 1 are DNA. DNB. NH?. TB. DL8 
and DL9 and on axis 2 they are NO?, DNB, TCP. TB. CN. DL8. OD3 and OD6. 
b’ith the other qstems, their contribution to inertia must be considered to weight the 
distance anal,sis. The same restriction exists \tith solutes. On axis I solutes 1 1. 12, 14. 
16 20. 33. 36 and 38 ha\qe a non-negligible contribution to inertia and on axis 2 
solutes 2, 3, 7, 8. 16 -20 and 37 haLe the same level of contribution to inertia. 

A distances analysis map of the complete CFA is gi\.en Fig. 6. SJrsterns that 
ha\re a significant contribution to inertia are drawn ah solid lines and other systems as 
dashed lines. Solutes that draw inertia of the solute cloud are circled. 
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Distances analysis of these solutes is possible with the ele\,en significant chro- 
matographic s> stems. Specific treatment of chromatographic systems and solutes 
\frhich ha\c a \iseak contribution to ths total inertia bill be presented in a forthcoming 
paper. The interest in this map is that it offers an easy ugly to anal~se the selectivity 
bet\+.een t\vo solutes. With this map. the selectivity is estimated b> the distances 
bctMwn solute pro_iections on chosen chromatographic systems. FOI- csample. let LIS 

consider the solute pair 2 -3. Their OIVII direction is approsimatively perpendicular to 
axis 1 and parallel to axis 2. The best selecti\*ity should be giLen \\ith systems such as 

NO?. TB. OD2 or 0D6. From the data matrix. 0D6 is the most selective system. In 

the same manner. the best system. indicated by their identifier in parentheses. can be 
selected for some pairs of solutes such as 7 and 8 (OD6). 1 I and 12. (NO:), 1-I and 33 
(TCP), 17 and 18 (DNA) and 20 and 37 (OD6). 

To analqse a large set of homogeneous chromatographic data, it is ncccssary to 
LLSC complementary chemometric methods. PCA and CFA do not extract the same 
factors. 

With PCA the stress is put on the chromatographic atlinitl of solutes or on the 

chromatographic polarity of systems. The affinity of solutes and the polarity of sls- 
tcms arc hho\\rn \\ith tu.0 maps which are the projections of the solutes in their first 
factorial plane and the projection of the sJ,stems in their first factorial plane. The 
average direction(s) found on the correlation circle show the axis of variation of /i’. 
When only NP OI- RP retention data are processed, the axis of 1~’ variation is super- 
imposed on the first factorial axis. 

CF,4 puts the stress on re1atii.e chromatographic affinity and on selectivity. The 
data processing used in CFA hides the contribution of I<’ to the first factorial axis seen 
in PCA. CF.4 alloLzs simultaneous solute and system prqjections on the same map. 
The relati\vh proximities of solutes and s>~stems reflect the chromatogr~tphic affinity. 
The LISLJ~~ CFA maps give chromatographic trends of affinity and selectivity. Such 
projections could be called “trend5 anal>.sis maps”. 

The selecti\ ity analysis is improved uith appropriate transformation of system 
projections. The distances between the solute projections on the system directions 
reflect the system selecti\ities. Selectikitl analysis can ho done easily Lvith the trans- 
formed CF.4 maps. also called “distances analysis maps”. Such a map can be exploit- 
cd rapidlq. The influent systems oKering the best selectivity ha\qe the same direction as 
the Iii.0 solutes considered. 

Chl-omatographic analysis of a data set can be reduced to the study of factor 
analysis maps. The chromatographic properties, atEnit> and selectivity. are more or 
less nested in the three factor analIsis maps: PCA affinity. CFA trends analysis map 
and CFA distances analysis map. An extensive stud} of chromatographic data re- 
quires the simultaneous grasping of the information content deduced from these three 
maps. 
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